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State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling through the available software
Yves-Marie Chatelin, Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi & Michel Tenenhaus
Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to present PLS Path Modeling, to describe the various options of LVPLS
1.8 and PLS-Graph 3.0 for carrying out a path model, and to comment the output of both software.
PLS-Graph 3.0 is actually based on LVPLS 1.8. As an added value, PLS-Graph has a very friendly
graphical interface for drawing the model and a resampling module (jackknife and bootstrap). The
presentation is illustrated by data which have been used to construct the European Consumer
Satisfaction Index (ECSI) for a mobile phone provider.
I. The ECSI model
The European Consumer Satisfaction Index (ECSI) is an economic indicator that measures
customer satisfaction. A model has been derived specifically for the ECSI. In this model,
seven interrelated latent variables are introduced. It is based on well-established theories and
approaches in customer behavior and it is to be applicable for a number of different industries.
The ECSI model is described in figure 1. A set of manifest variables is associated with each
of the latent variables. This structure is called the ECSI model. The entire model is important
for determining the main goal variable, being CSI.





















Figure 1: Causality model describing causes and consequences of Customer Satisfaction
In table 1 the manifest variables Vjh describing the latent variables j are given for the Mobile
Phone Industry.State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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Table 1: Measurement Instrument for the Mobile Phone Industry
All the items are scaled from 1 to 10. Scale 1 expresses a very negative point of view on the product
and scale 10 a very positive opinion.
Latent variables Manifest variables
Image (1)
a)  It can be trusted  in what it says and does
b)  It is stable and firmly established
c)  It has a social contribution for the society
d)  It is concerned with customers
e)  It is innovative and forward looking
Customer Expectations of the
overall quality (2)
a)  Expectations for the overall quality of “your mobile phone
provider” at the moment you became customer of this provider
b)  Expectations for “your mobile phone provider” to provide products
and services to meet your personal need
c)  How often did you expect that things could go wrong at “your
mobile phone provider”
Perceived Quality (3)
a)  Overall perceived quality
b)  Technical quality of the network
c)  Customer service and personal advice offered
d)  Quality of the services you use
e)  Range of services and products offered
f)  Reliability and accuracy of the products and services provided
g)  Clarity and transparency of information provided
Perceived Value (4)
a)  Given the quality of the products and services offered by “your
mobile phone provider” how would you rate the fees and prices
that you pay for them?
b)  Given the fees and prices that you pay for “your mobile phone
provider” how would you rate the quality of the products and
services offered by “your mobile phone provider”?
Customer Satisfaction (5)
a)  Overall satisfaction
b)  Fulfillment of expectations
c)  How well do you think “your mobile phone provider” compares
with your ideal mobile phone provider?
Customer Complaints (6)
a)  You complained about “your mobile phone provider” last year.
How well, or poorly, was your most recent complaint handled
or
b)  You did not complain about “your mobile phone provider” last
year. Imagine you have to complain to “your mobile phone
provider” because of a bad quality of service or product. To what
extent do you think that “your mobile phone provider” will care
about your complaint?
Customer Loyalty (7)
a)  If you would need to choose a new mobile phone provider how
likely is it that you would choose “your provider” again?
b)  Let us now suppose that other mobile phone providers decide to
lower their fees and prices, but “your mobile phone provider” stays
at the same level as today. At which level of difference (in %)
would you choose another mobile phone provider?
c)  If a friend or colleague asks you for advice, how likely is it that you
would recommend “your mobile phone provider”?State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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These manifest variables Vjh are normalized as follows: the original items Vjh, scaled from 1 to
10, are transformed into new normalized variables xjh =(Vjh – 1)(100/9). The minimum
possible value of xjh is 0 and its maximum possible value is equal to 100. In this application,
missing data for variable xjh were replaced by the mean  jh x  of this variable on the available
data. However, both programs allow for a specific treatment of missing data that will be
described later on in this document.
II. The PLS Path model
A PLS Path model is described by (1) a measurement model relating the manifest variables to
their latent variable and (2) a structural model relating some endogenous latent variables to
other latent variables. The measurement model is also called the outer model and the
structural model the inner model. Both models are described in this section.
1. Relation between the manifest variables and the latent variables (measurement or
outer model)
There are two ways to relate the manifest variables to their latent variables respectively called
the reflective way and the formative one.
The reflective way
In the reflective way each latent variable j is indirectly observable by a set of manifest
variables xjh (h-th manifest variable related to the j-th latent variable). Each manifest variable
is related to its latent variable by simple regression:
  (1)  xjh = jh0 + jhj + jh
where  j has mean mj and standard deviation 1. It’s a reflective scheme: each manifest
variable xjh reflects its latent variable j. The usual hypotheses on the residuals are made.
The formative way
In the formative way it is supposed that the latent variable j is generated by its own manifest
variables. The latent variable j is a linear function of its manifest variables:
  (2)  jj h j h
h
x   + j
Expected sign
The manifest variables xjh are observed variable describing an underlying concept measured
by a latent variable j. They are usually build in such a way that each manifest variables xjh is
positively correlated to its latent variable j. This implies that the expected signs of the
loadings jh and the weights jh are positive. There are no sign constraints on loadings and
weights in the PLS algorithm, but unexpected signs of the loadings and/or the weights show
problems in the data and some action must be taken. For example manifest variables related
with estimated parameters with wrong signs can be removed from the data.State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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2. Normalization of the latent variables
The normalization of the latent variable chosen by Wold (1985)  j has a standard deviation
equal to one  has been adopted by Lohmöller. This normalization is arbitrary. Fornell (1992)
has proposed another normalization, but both Wold and Fornell latent variables are co-linear.
The Fornell’s methodology is described in details in Bayol et al. (2000).
3. Relation between the latent variables (structural or inner model)
The causality model described in figure 1 leads to linear equations relating the latent variables
(structural model):
  (3)          
i
j i ji 0 j j
A latent variable, which never appears as a dependent variable, is called an exogenous
variable. Otherwise it is called an endogenous variable.
The causality model must be a causal chain. That means that there is no loop in the causality
model. This kind of model is called recursive, from the Latin Recursio, which means I can
return.
Let’s write the six structural equations corresponding to figure 1:
(a) Customer Expectation = 20 + 21Image + 2
(b) Perceived Quality = 30 + 32Customer Expectation + 3
(c) Perceived Value = 40 + 42Customer Expectation + 43Perceived Quality + 4
(d) CSI = 50 + 51Image + 52Customer Expectation + 53Perceived Quality
+ 54Perceived Value + 5
(e) Customer Complaint = 60 + 65CSI + 6
(f)  Customer Loyalty = 70 + 71Image + 75CSI + 76Customer Complaint + 7
The usual hypotheses on the residuals are made.
A structural model can be summarized by a 0/1 square matrix with dimensions equal to the
number of latent variables. Rows and columns represent the latent variables. A cell (i, j) is
filled with a 1 if latent variable j explains latent variable i, and 0 otherwise. Lohmöller calls
this matrix the inner design matrix.
In the ECSI example the model matrix is written as
Image Expectation P. quality P. value Satisfaction Complaint Loyalty
Image 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Expectation 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
P. quality 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
P. value 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
Satisfaction 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
Complaint 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Loyalty 1 0 0 0 1 1 0State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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For a causal chain, the model matrix can always be written as a lower diagonal matrix with a
diagonal of 0. LVPLS is waiting for this type of model matrix.
III.  Partial Least Square (PLS) Estimation of the ECSI model
PLS Path Modeling has been mainly developed by Herman Wold (a main reference is Wold,
1985), by Jan-Bernd Lohmöller (1984, 1987, 1989) for the computational aspects and for
some theoretical developments, and by Wynne W. Chin (1998, 1999, 2001) for a new
software with graphical interface and improved validation techniques. We remind in this
paper the various steps and various options of the PLS algorithm.
1. Manifest variable standardization
LVPLS proposes four options for the standardization of the manifest variables depending
upon three conditions verified or not by the data:
Condition 1: The scales of the manifest variables are comparable. For instance, in the
ECSI example the item values (between 0 and 100) are comparable. On the other hand
weight in tons and speed in km/h would not be comparable.
Condition 2: The means of the manifest variables are interpretable. For instance, if the
difference between two manifest variables is not interpretable, the location parameters
are meaningless.
Condition 3: The variances of the manifest variables reflect their importance.
If condition 1 does not hold, then the manifest variables have to be standardized (mean 0 and
variance 1).
If condition 1 holds, it is useful to get the results based on the raw data. But the calculation of
the model parameters depends upon the validity of the other conditions:
- Condition 2 and 3 do not hold:
The manifest variables are standardized (mean 0 variance 1) for the parameter
estimation phase. Then the manifest variables are rescaled to their original
means and variances for the final expression of the weights and loadings.
-  Condition 2 holds, but not condition 3:
The manifest variables are not centered, but are standardize to unit variance for
the parameter estimation phase. Then the manifest variables are rescaled to
their original variances for the final expression of the weights and loadings (to
be defined later).
-  Conditions 2 and 3 hold:
Use the original variables









importance Mean Variance Rescaling METRIC
no 0 1 no 1
yes no no 0 1 yes 2
yes yes no original 1 yes 3
yes yes yes original Original 4State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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The PLS-Graph software allows for the same options as Lohmöller’s LVPLS.
In the ECSI model, PLS is applied to the raw manifest variables xjh. We use METRIC = 4.
2. Latent variables Estimation
The latent variables j are estimated according to the following procedure.
2.1. External estimation Yj of the standardized latent variable (j – mj)
The standardized latent variables (mean = 0 and standard deviation = 1) are estimated as
linear combinations of their centered manifest variables:
  (4)        [ w ( )] jj h j h j h Yx x  
where the symbol “” means that the left variable represents the standardized right variable.
The standardized latent variable is finally written as
  (5)        w ( ) jj h j h j h Yx x   
The mean mj is estimated by
  (6)  j ˆ  m  w jh jh x   
and the latent variable j by
  (7)  ˆ ˆ    wm jj h j h j j xY      .
The  jh w ~  are called the outer weights.
2.2. Internal estimation Zj of the standardized latent variable (j – mj)
Following Wold’s (1985) original PLS algorithm and Lohmöller’s (1989) improvements, the
internal estimation Zj of the standardized latent variable (j – mj) is defined by:
  (8) 
j
ji








where the inner weights eji can be chosen among three schemes: (1) the path weighting
scheme, (2) the centroid scheme, and (3) the factor weighting scheme. Two latent variables
are connected if there exists a link between the two variables: an arrow goes from one
variable to the other in the arrow diagram describing the causality model.State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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These three schemes are defined as follows:
Centroid scheme
The inner weights eji are equal to the signs of the correlation between Yi and Yj. This is the
original choice of Herman Wold. This choice shows a drawback in case the correlation is
approximately zero as its sign may change for very small fluctuations.
Factor weighting scheme
The inner weights eji are equal to the correlation between Yi and Yj.
Path weighting scheme
The latent variables connected to j are divided into two groups: the predecessors of j which
are latent variables explaining j and the followers which are latent variables explained by j.
For a predecessor i of the latent variable j, the inner weight eji is equal to the regression
coefficient of Yi in the multiple regression of Yj on all the Yi’s related to the predecessors of j.
If i is a successor of j then the inner weights eji is equal to the correlation between Yi and Yj.
2.3. Estimation of the weights wjh’s
There are two main ways to estimate the weights wjh: Mode A and Mode B.
Mode A
In mode A the weight wjh is the regression coefficient of Zj in the simple regression of xjh on
the internal estimation Zj:
  (9)  wjh = cov(xjh, Zj)/var(Zj)
Mode B
In mode B the vector wj of weights wjh is the regression coefficient vector in the multiple
regression of Zj on the manifest variables xjh related to the same latent variable j:




where Xj is the matrix with columns defined by the manifest variables xjh related to the j-th
latent variable j.
The PLS algorithm in LVPLS consists in beginning with a vector of weights wjh assigning,
per each block, 1 to all manifest variables but the last one which is instead assigned a -1. This
choice is the main reason for eventual negative estimates for outer weight especially in the
case when there are very few manifest variables in a block (the case of two manifest variables
being the worst one). These weights are then standardized in order to obtain latent variables
with unitary variance.
A starting vector assigning 1 to ALL manifest variables seems more reasonable in the
assumption of positive correlation among them. Alternatively, a vector of weight assigning 1State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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to the first manifest variable and 0 to the remaining ones would be the easiest one from the
computational point of view. These options will be implemented in the new PLS software
developed within the ESIS project (ESIS, 2001-2004).
Then steps 4, 8 and 9 or 10, depending on the selected mode, are iterated until convergence
(not guaranteed, but practically always encountered in practice). After the last step calculation
5, 6 and 7 give final results for the inner weights jh w ~   , the standardized latent variable
      w ( ) jj h j h j h Yx x    , the estimated mean  j ˆ  m  w jh jh x     of the latent variable j, and
the final estimation  ˆ ˆ    wm jj h j h j j xY       of j.
Mode C
In mode C the manifest variables in the same block are given the same weight with the sign of
  , jh j cor x Z . In order to have standardized latent variables, each weight wjh is defined as the
sign of    , jh j cor x Z  divided by the standard deviation of      , jh j jh hsign cor x Z x   .
Mode C actually refers to a formative way of linking manifest variables to their latent
variables and represents a specific case of Mode B.
2.4. Estimation of the structural equations
The structural equations (3) are estimated by individual OLS multiple regressions where the
latent variables j are replaced by their estimations  j ˆ  . Both the regression coefficients and
the R-square of these regressions are standard outputs of the Lohmöller’s and the Chin’s
programs.
IV.  Model Validation
Cross-validated R-square (i.e. Stone-Geisser’s Q
2) between each endogenous latent variable
and its own manifest variables can be calculated by blindfolding procedures in LVPLS.
The significance levels of the regression coefficients can be computed using the usual
Student’s t statistic by exporting the latent variable estimates in usual statistical software, or
using cross-validation methods like jack-knife or bootstrap.
1. Blindfolding approach in LVPLS
In the Lohmöller program a blindfolding approach is used and it is worth to describe it.
1)  The data matrix is divided into G groups. The value G = 7 is recommended by Herman
Wold. We give in the following table an example taken from the LVPLS
documentation. The first group is related to letter a, the second one to letter b, and so
on.
2)  Each group of cells is removed at its turn from the data. So a group of cells appears to
be missing (for example all cells with letter a).State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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3)  A PLS model is run G times by excluding each time one of the groups.
4)  One way to evaluate the quality of the model consists in measuring its capacity to
predict manifest variables related to endogenous latent variables. Two indices are
used: communality and redundancy.
5)  In the communality option, we get prediction for the values of the centered manifest
variables not used in the analysis using the following formula:
ˆ Pred( ) π jhi jh jh ji x xY 
where  jh ˆ   and Yji are computed on data where the i-th value of variable xjh is missing. In
LVPLS we find:
-  Sum of squares of observations for one MV:      
i
jh jhi jh x x SSO
2 ) (
-  Sum of squared prediction errors for one MV:  
2 ˆ ( π ) jh jhi jh jh ji
i
SSE x x Y   
-  Sum of squares of observations for Bloc j:  
h
jh j SSO SSO
-  Sum of squared prediction errors for Bloc j:  
h
jh j SSE SSE







6)  In the redundancy option, we get prediction for the values of the centered manifest
variables not used in the analysis using the following formula:
ˆ Pred( ) π Pred( ) jhi jh jh ji x xY 
where  jh ˆ   is the same as in the previous paragraph and Pred(Yji) is the prediction for the i-th




':     explaining  
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computed on data where the i-th value of variable xjh is missing.
In LVPLS we find:
-  Sum of squared prediction errors for one MV:
'2 ˆ ( π Pred( )) jh jhi jh jh ji
i
SSE x x Y   
-  Sum of squared prediction errors for Bloc j:
 
h
jh j SSE SSE
' '








7)  In LVPLS Jack-knife, means and standard deviations of model parameters (weights,
loadings, path coefficients, correlations between latent variables) are computed by
using the result of the G blindfolding analyses. Means and standard deviations of a
parameter are computed on the sample of the G parameter estimates issued from the G
blindfolding analyses. For this part of the analysis G = 7 is probably too small. A
larger number for G, e.g. G = 30, is preferable. As a matter of fact, the blindfolding
procedure seems to give very small standard deviations thus leading systematically to
significant parameters (Annex 2).
2. Resampling in PLS-Graph
PLS-Graph really gives some added value with respect to LVPLS in the way of assessing the
significance of PLS parameters. As a matter of fact, besides the classical blindfolding
procedure, PLS-Graph provides with Jackknife and Bootstrap resampling options.
Jackknife
The Jackknife procedure builds resamples by deleting a certain number of cases from the
original sample (with size N). The default consists in deleting 1 case at a time so that each
Jackknife resample is made of N-1 cases. Increasing the number of deleted cases leads to a
potential loss in robustness of the t-statistic because of a smaller number of resamples.
Bootstrap
The Bootstrap samples, instead, are built by resampling with replacement from the original
sample. The procedure yields samples consisting of the same number of cases as in the
original sample. The number of resamples has to be specified. The default is 100 but a higher
number (such as 200) may lead to more reasonable standard error estimates.State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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Preprocessing options for both resampling procedures
In PLS, latent variables are defined up to the sign. It means that       w( ) jj h j h j h Yx x     and
-Yj are both equivalent solutions. In order to remove this indeterminacy, Wold (1985) suggests
to retain the solution where the cor(xjh, Yj) show a majority of positive signs. Unfortunately,
LVPLS does not consider this suggestion. Consequently, when estimating the PLS outer
weights from the resamples, arbitrary sign changes may occur. This implies that also the
loadings and the path coefficients estimated on the resamples may show arbitrary differences
with respect to the signs of their estimates obtained on the original sample. If the sign changes
are not properly taken into account, the standard error of estimates increases dramatically
without any real meaning. Therefore, there is a need to make the parameters comparable from
a resample to another. In PLS-Graph the following various options are available.
Standard
Resampling statistics are computed without compensating for any sign change. This option
may be very conservative as it may yield very high standard errors and, consequently, low t-
ratios. Therefore, we do not recommend it.
Individual Sign Changes
The signs in each resample are made consistent with the signs in the original sample without
ensuring a global coherence. The sign of each individual outer weight in the resample is made
equal to the sign of the corresponding w jh  . This option is not recommend in general because
of the lack of global coherence. Nevertheless, it seems to be a good procedure in the case
where all signs in the same block are equal.
Construct Level Changes (default)
In the case of Mode B, the use of outer weights to compare the latent variables estimates in
the original sample and the resamples may be misleading in presence of strong
multicollinearity between the related manifest variables. Loadings connecting each latent
variable directly to its own manifest variables are more appropriate.
The vector of loadings for each latent variable in each resample is compared to the
corresponding vector of loadings in the original sample. Let us denote by L
S
jh  the estimated
loading of the h-th manifest variable on the j-th latent variable from the original sample and
by L
R
jh  the estimated loading of the h-th manifest variable on the j-th latent variable from one
resample. The signs of the weights, and consequently the signs of the loadings, are reversed
if:
    LL LL
SR SR
jh jh jh jh hh   
The options Individual Sign Change and Construct Level Change provide with the same
results when the changes of signs within the same block occur for all items.State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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V.  Missing Data Treatment
LVPLS provides a specific treatment for missing data. The same procedure is implemented in
PLS-Graph.
1.  When some cells are missing in the data, they must be coded with some value chosen
by the user (for example 999.00). In the LVPLS instructions the presence of missing
data implies the number of subjects N to be coded as [ – (N+1)] and the first line
contains the missing code for each manifest variable (for example 999.00). Please
notice that in the output of the program, the user’s missing value code is always
replaced by -9.999.
2.  Means and standard deviations of the manifest variables are computed on all the
available data.
3.  All the manifest variables are centered.
4.  If a subject has missing values on a whole block j, the value of the latent variable
estimate Yj is missing for this individual.
5.  If a subject i has some missing values on a block j (but not all), then the outer







Yx x   
That means that each missing data of variable xjh is replaced by the mean  jh x .
6.  If a subject i has some missing values on its latent variables, then the inner estimation
Zji is defined by:
j
jk
 :   is connected with 










That means that each missing data of variable Yki is replaced its mean 0.
7.  The weights wjh’s are computed using all the available data on the basis of the
following procedures:
For mode A
The inner weight wjh is the regression coefficient of Zj in the regression of  ) ( jh jh x x 
on Zj calculated on the available data.
For mode B
When there are no missing data, the inner weight vector wj is equal to:
wj = (XjXj)
-1XjZj
The inner weight vector wj is also equal to
wj = [Var(Xj)]
-1Cov(Xj,Zj)State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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where Var(Xj) is the covariance matrix of Xj and Cov(Xj,Zj) the column vector of the
covariances between the variables xjh’s and Zj.
When there are missing data, each element of Var(Xj) and Cov(Xj,Zj) is computed
using all the pairwise available data and wj is computed using the previous formula.
This pairwise deletion procedure shows the drawback of possibly computing
covariances on different sample sizes and/or different statistical units. However, in the
case of few missing values, it seems to be very robust. This justifies why the
blindfolding procedure yields very small standard deviations for parameters.
8.  The path coefficients are the regression coefficients in the multiple regressions relating
some latent variables to some others. When there are some missing values, the
procedure described in point 7 (Mode B) is also used to estimate path coefficients.
VI.  Use of LVPLS 1.8 and PLS-Graph 3.0:
The case of the ECSI model (with missing data) for a mobile phone provider
We will now illustrate in this section how to use the Lohmöller’s and the Chin’s programs to
compute the parameters of the ECSI model under various conditions. The data represent the
answers, to the questionnaire defined in Table 1, of 250 consumers of a mobile phone
provider in a specific European country.
1. Options selection
1)  Manifest variables are not centered nor standardized (METRIC = 4);
2)  Mode A is selected for the external estimation of all latent variables;
3)  Centroid scheme is selected for the internal estimation;
4)  LVPLS: Blindfolding (communality and redundancy) on the endogenous latent
variable Customer Satisfaction;
5)  PLS-Graph: Jackknife and Bootstrap.
The program code for the Lohmöller’s program LVPLS 1.8 is given in annex 1. The results
are given in annex 2.
2. The ECSI model for a Mobile Phone Provider
The causality model of Figure 2 summarizes the various structural regressions of the ECSI
model. The path coefficients are the standardized regression coefficients. The R
2’s are also
shown. These coefficients appear in Annex 2 in tables Path coefficients and Inner model. As
the outer weights for latent variables Perceived value and Customer Loyalty are negative, we
have to take the opposite of the path coefficients related to these two variables. The
significance levels shown next to the path coefficients in parentheses are coming from PLS-







































Figure 2:  ECSI Causality model for a mobile telephone provider (p-values in parentheses
are coming from PLS-Graph Bootstrap with Individual Sign Change option)
In table 2, we check that each manifest variable is more correlated to its own latent variable
than to the other latent variables. To make this table easier to read, correlations below 0.5 are
not shown. You may notice that the manifest variable Loyalty2 does not correctly describe its
latent variable (in fact cor(Loyalty2, Loyalty) = 0.272). This variable should be removed from
the model. In fact it is difficult to give a meaningful answer to this item.
Latent variables Image, Perceived value and Perceived quality have a significant impact on
Customer Satisfaction. However the most important impact on Customer Satisfaction is
Perceived quality (.543). Image and Perceived value have less impact (.201 and .154). It is not
surprising that actual qualities of the mobile phone provider are much more important for the
customer than some abstract marketing characteristics. Customer Expectation has no direct
impact on any of its successors. Loyalty is a very important factor in the mobile phone
industry. It mainly depends upon Customer Satisfaction (.468) and to a less extent Image
(.211). It is interesting to note that Complaints depends on Customer Satisfaction, but has no
direct impact on Loyalty.
The R
2 for Customer Satisfaction is .672 and it is very satisfactory taken into account the
complexity of the model. The value of multiple R
2, in the case of standardized variables, may
be decomposed in terms of the multiple regression coefficients and correlations between the
dependent variable and the explanatory ones as follows:
 
2 ˆ R β , jj j cor y x State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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Complaint .537 .540 1
Loyalty1
Loyalty2
Loyalty3 .528 .537 .659
.854
.869
This decomposition allows understanding the contribution of each explanatory variable to the
prediction of the dependent one and it makes sense only when the regression coefficients and
the related correlations have the same sign. For our example, the following table shows that
Perceived Quality is the most important variable in the prediction of Customer Satisfaction,
contributing to 63.57% of the R
2. On the contrary, Customer Expectation does not contribute
at all (about 3%) and in fact it is not significant.
Explanatory
Variables for CS
ˆ β j Correlation Percentage
%
Image .154 .668 15.48
Perceived Value -.201 -.604 18.27
Perceived Quality .543 .791 63.57
Expectation .037 .481 2.68
Of course we have to be careful for the interpretation of non-significant path coefficients as
they can come from a multicollinearity problem. This suggests to use PLS regression
(Martens & Næs, 1989, Tenenhaus, 1998) instead of OLS multiple regression.
3. The results of Resampling Procedures on Customer Satisfaction
In this section, the results of Jackknife and Bootstrap procedures on the latent variable
Customer Satisfaction of the ECSI model are given for comparisons with Blindfolding and
classical regression tests.State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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Outer Weights








CUSA1 54.00 9.51 9.51 6.02
CUSA2 79.00 17.31 17.31 15.33
CUSA3 67.75 15.53 15.53 7.73
As it can be clearly seen, blindfolding produces highly significant results because the
estimation procedure is very robust to the presence of missing data thus giving almost always
the same weight for each blindfolded sample. The three options for the bootstrap procedure
have given the same results because the weights have been positive for all the resamples. The
jackknife statistics has been adjusted in order to allow for the correlation between the
samples.
Outer Loadings









CUSA1 56.80 11.76 11.76 7.83 15.90
CUSA2 72.99 15.99 15.99 10.45 27.95
CUSA3 91.14 14.04 14.04 9.91 29.97
The same comments as for outer weights apply also for outer loadings.
Path Coefficients
The following table summarizes the t-ratios yielded in the different procedures for the path











Image 11.63 3.01 3.01 3.28 2.81
Expectation 3.08 0.72 1.01 1.19 0.81
Per_Quality 38.77 8.83 8.83 4.61 9.12
Per_Value -17.97 -1.10 -3.74 -1.69 -4.44
This table confirms that blindfolding is a not acceptable procedure. Bootstrap with a standard
option does not detect the significance of Perceived value due to the several sign changes
(104 out of 200 samples!) of its loadings. These changes cause a high standard deviation and,
consequently, a low t-ratio.
Bootstrap with the default Construct Level Changes option seems to be the most valid
procedure among the existing ones.State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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4. The results of Resampling Procedures on Path Coefficients of the model
We have run the bootstrap resampling procedure with the Construct Level Change options
and with different numbers of resamples (namely: 100, 200, 300, 500, 1000). Results are very
stable with respect to the number of resamples. However, for some path coefficients, the
means of resamples are very far from the estimates on the original sample and the standard
deviations are too high. This leads to non-significant path coefficients. Hereinafter, we show
the results for some problematic path coefficients in the case of 200 resamples.







Per_Quality -> Per_Value -0.5410 -0.2760 0.5011 -1.0796
Per_Quality -> Satisfaction 0.5430 0.2664 0.4779 1.1361
Satisfaction -> Loyalty 0.5400 -0.0715 0.5362 1.0072
Satisfaction -> Complaint -0.4680 0.0534 0.4755 -0.9842
For all path coefficients in the table the means of resamples are very far from the original
sample estimates with a high standard deviation. The last two path coefficients even show a
change in the signs. All these problems lead to non-significant t-ratios. Unfortunately, even
the Construct Level Changes option does not seem to be enough to control the sign
indeterminacy.
This example is actually a case where all signs within the same block are equal.
Consequently, we have also tried the Individual Sign Change option which yields proper p-
values as shown in Figure 2.
Due to the fact that none of the mentioned procedures is uniformly better than the others, at
present we keep recommending the usual t-test from OLS multiple regression.
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ANNEX 1
The program code for the Lohmöller LVPLS 1.8 program
(when some data are missing)
LVPX
Study of a Mobile Phone Provider
   7-251   13257   2 100   5   4   7  30
   5   3   7   2   3   1   3
   0   0   0   0   0   0   0
   0   0   0   0   0   0   0
IMAG1   IMAG2   IMAG3   IMAG4   IMAG5   CUEX1   CUEX2   CUEX3   PERQ1
PERQ2   PERQ3   PERQ4   PERQ5   PERQ6   PERQ7   PERV1   PERV2   CUSA1
CUSA2   CUSA3   CUSCO   CUSL1   CUSL2   CUSL3
 0 111      (2A4,7F2.0)
IMAGE    0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CUS_EXP  1 0 0 0 0 0 0
PER_QUAL 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
PER_VAL  0 1 1 0 0 0 0
ECSI     1 1 1 1 0 0 0
CUS_COMP 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
CUS_LOY  1 0 0 0 1 1 0
 0 0    (2A4,24F8.0)
MISSING   999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00
999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00
999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00
  100293  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00  999.00   66.67   55.56
66.67   55.56   33.33   66.67   55.56   44.44   44.44   11.11   22.22




300589   77.78  100.00   77.78   88.89   88.89  100.00   77.78   44.44
88.89  100.00  100.00   77.78   77.78   77.78   88.89   44.44   88.89
66.67   77.78   77.78   88.89  100.00   22.22  100.00
STOP
Comments
- Line 1 of this code specifies the use of the LVPX program for individual data.
- Lines 3 to 6 describe the specific selected options. They are explained in the program output
(annex 2).
- Lines 7 to 9 give the names of the manifest variables and their order in the data file.
- Line 10 gives the reading format for the structural equations.
- Lines 11 to 17 give the structural equations model. When the model is recursive (no loop)
the matrix is lower diagonal. This is the case here.
- Line 18 gives the reading format for the data.
- Lines 19 to 21 specify the user’s missing value code for each manifest variable.
- Next lines contain the data (customer identification and manifest variables xjh (scaled
between 0 and 100)). Namely, line 22 refers to case 100293 which has some missing values:
all manifest variables related to image and the first MV related to customer expectation.State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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ANNEX 2
The results for the Lohmöller LVPLS 1.8 program
(ECSI  model with missing data)
JBL                              1.8
====================================
--      P    L    S    X          --
-- LATENT VARIABLES PATH ANALYSIS --
- PARTIAL LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION -
Study of a Mobile Phone Provider
====================================  COMMENTS
Number of Blocks       NBLOCS =    7
Number of Cases        NCASES =  251   250 cases + 1 case for missing data
   codes
Number of Dimensions     NDIM =    1
Output Quantity           OUT = 3256
Inner Weighting Scheme  IWGHT =    2   Centroid Scheme
Number of Iterations    NITER =  100
Estimation Accuracy       EPS =    5
Analysed Data Metric   METRIC =    4   Manifest variables are not
                                       standardized
Blindfolded Block       BLIND =    5   Blindfolding on LV 5(CS) with
                                       Redundancy criterion (-5 for
   Communality)
Omission Distance      BLINDO =   30   Number of groups for blindfolding
====================================
Block   N-MV Deflate LV-Mode   Model
------------------------------------
IMAGE      5   no    outward  Exogen
CUS_EXP    3   no    outward Endogen
PER_QUAL   7   no    outward Endogen
PER_VAL    2   no    outward Endogen
ECSI       3   no    outward Endogen
CUS_COMP   1   no    outward Endogen
CUS_LOY    3   no    outward Endogen
------------------------------------
          24               .
====================================
====================================
Block   N-MV Deflate LV-Mode   Model
------------------------------------
IMAGE      5   no    outward  Exogen   Mode A (LV-Mode = outward), 0 on
CUS_EXP    3   no    outward Endogen   program line 5,
PER_QUAL   7   no    outward Endogen   1 latent variable per block (Deflate
PER_VAL    2   no    outward Endogen   = no), 0 on program line 6
ECSI       3   no    outward Endogen
CUS_COMP   1   no    outward Endogen
CUS_LOY    3   no    outward Endogen
------------------------------------
          24
====================================State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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The results with Blindfolding on Customer Satisfaction
(Redundancy and Communality criterion, 30 groups)
Rescaled data matrix, as analysed
========================================================================
            IMAG1     IMAG2     IMAG3     IMAG4     IMAG5     CUEX1
------------------------------------------------------------------------
MISSING       -9.999    -9.999    -9.999    -9.999    -9.999    -9.999
  100293      -9.999    -9.999    -9.999    -9.999    -9.999    -9.999
  100382      26.192    13.431    36.099    26.683    11.691    26.861
Partial Least-Squares Parameter Estimation
Change of Stop Criteria during Iteration
Cycle No.    CR1         CR2         CR3         CR4         CR5
   1   .1026E+01   .3228E+00   .5276E+00   .5137E+00   .1779E-01
   2   .5899E-02   .1296E-02   .5738E-02   .4438E-02  -.3892E-03
   3   .9239E-04   .5624E-04   .1454E-04   .2557E-04   .2158E-04
   4   .2545E-05  -.3874E-06  -.1550E-05  -.1371E-05   .3539E-07
Convergence at Iteration Cycle No.   4
Path coefficients
================================================================================
            IMAGE     CUS_EXP   PER_QUAL  PER_VAL   ECSI      CUS_COMP  CUS_LOY
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IMAGE           .000      .000      .000      .000      .000      .000      .000
CUS_EXP         .492      .000      .000      .000      .000      .000      .000
PER_QUAL        .000      .544      .000      .000      .000      .000      .000
PER_VAL         .000     -.065     -.541      .000      .000      .000      .000
ECSI            .154      .037      .543     -.201      .000      .000      .000
CUS_COMP        .000      .000      .000      .000      .540      .000      .000
CUS_LOY        -.211      .000      .000      .000     -.468     -.049      .000
================================================================================
Correlations of latent variables
================================================================================
            IMAGE     CUS_EXP   PER_QUAL  PER_VAL   ECSI      CUS_COMP  CUS_LOY
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IMAGE          1.000
CUS_EXP         .492     1.000
PER_QUAL        .728      .544     1.000
PER_VAL        -.500     -.359     -.576     1.000
ECSI            .668      .481      .791     -.604     1.000
CUS_COMP        .472      .250      .537     -.348      .540     1.000
CUS_LOY        -.547     -.366     -.524      .517     -.635     -.401     1.000




Block           Mean  Location  Mult.RSq  AvResVar  AvCommun  AvRedund
----------------------------------------------------------------------
IMAGE         5.3222    5.3222     .0000  207.3187     .4732     .0000
CUS_EXP       5.1242    2.5066     .2419  220.2878     .4707     .1138
PER_QUAL      5.2422    2.4523     .2964  149.0868     .5737     .1701
PER_VAL      -2.9955     .1721     .3350   73.8092     .8495     .2846
ECSI          4.6514     .1931     .6720   88.7532     .6824     .4586
CUS_COMP      2.6735     .1609     .2918     .0000    1.0000     .2918
CUS_LOY      -3.2651     .1637     .4318  433.1982     .5200     .2245
----------------------------------------------------------------------




Variable      Weight   Loading  Location  ResidVar  Communal  Redundan
----------------------------------------------------------------------
   IMAGE     outward
IMAG1          .0147   13.6033    1.4082  171.5505     .5189     .0000
IMAG2          .0127   10.4302   19.9474  238.8458     .3129     .0000
IMAG3          .0137   15.5549  -18.8852  317.6512     .4324     .0000
IMAG4          .0177   16.1002  -12.3720  156.2094     .6240     .0000
IMAG5          .0143   11.8049   14.3709  152.3365     .4778     .0000
----------------------------------------------------------------------
   CUS_EXP   outward
CUEX1          .0232   12.3697    9.7536  171.5458     .4714     .1140
CUEX2          .0224   12.8193    6.8905  230.8539     .4158     .1006
CUEX3          .0252   16.8908  -15.1735  258.4637     .5247     .1269
----------------------------------------------------------------------
   PER_QUAL  outward
PERQ1          .0098   12.2631   12.8711   98.1119     .6052     .1794
PERQ2          .0085   13.6481   -2.7451  253.6616     .4234     .1255
PERQ3          .0118   16.1803  -10.3750  146.3641     .6414     .1901
PERQ4          .0094   13.9257    3.8440  141.5076     .5781     .1714
PERQ5          .0084   11.7999   14.4991  120.4666     .5361     .1589
PERQ6          .0095   13.8486    2.6927  134.8681     .5871     .1740
PERQ7          .0129   16.4123  -12.7913  148.6280     .6444     .1910
----------------------------------------------------------------------
   PER_VAL   outward
PERV1         -.0239  -22.5803  -10.3504   76.3359     .8698     .2913
PERV2         -.0247  -18.6054   10.0020   71.2824     .8292     .2778
----------------------------------------------------------------------
   ECSI      outward
CUSA1          .0158    9.7173   32.4477   92.7040     .5046     .3391
CUSA2          .0231   17.0551  -11.2388   92.3218     .7591     .5101
CUSA3          .0264   17.1498   -9.5905   81.2339     .7836     .5266
----------------------------------------------------------------------
   CUS_COMP  outward
CUSCO          .0397   25.2193     .0000     .0000    1.0000     .2918
----------------------------------------------------------------------
   CUS_LOY   outward
CUSL1         -.0185  -25.1963  -10.5797  234.2817     .7304     .3154
CUSL2         -.0061   -8.6303   16.1317  916.6786     .0751     .0324




            IMAGE     CUS_EXP   PER_QUAL  PER_VAL   ECSI      CUS_COMP  CUS_LOY
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MISSING       -9.999    -9.999    -9.999    -9.999    -9.999    -9.999    -9.999
  100293      -9.999     -.531    -1.633     2.180    -1.243     -.030      .715
  100382       1.691     1.680     1.598    -1.869     1.290     1.292     -.904
  100386      -1.028     -.401     -.630     -.247     -.123     -.470      .669State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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Model Validation
Blindfolding for Customer Satisfaction (Redundancy, G=30)
Total of Errors
Sum of Squares of Prediction Error =130439.0000
Sum of Squares of Observations     =236419.0000
                            1-E/O  =   .4483
                    StanDev(1-E/O) =   .2447
==================================================
MV                SSE              SSO         F2
==================================================
CUSA1         27705.5900       46782.5900    .4078
CUSA2         56034.5900       95799.0500    .4151
CUSA3         46698.8200       93837.3600    .5023
==================================================
BLOCK        130439.0000      236419.0000    .4483
Blindfolding for Customer Satisfaction (Communality, G=30)
Total of Errors
Sum of Squares of Prediction Error =145055.6400
Sum of Squares of Observations     =236419.0000
                            1-E/O  =   .3864
                    StanDev(1-E/O) =   .1694
==================================================
MV                SSE              SSO         H2
==================================================
CUSA1         31582.0800       46782.5900    .3249
CUSA2         55799.8500       95799.0500    .4175
CUSA3         57673.7100       93837.3600    .3854
==================================================
BLOCK        145055.6400      236419.0000    .3864




MV           Mean(W)  StDev(W)   Mean(P)  StDev(P)
--------------------------------------------------
CUSA1          .0162     .0003    9.6564     .1700
CUSA2          .0237     .0003   16.8768     .2312
CUSA3          .0271     .0004   16.9701     .1862
==================================================
Jack-Knifing for Inner Model
B= Path Coefficient
R= Correlation between CS and adjacent latent variables
==================================================
LV           Mean(B)  StDev(B)   Mean(R)  StDev(R)
--------------------------------------------------
IMAGE          .1524     .0131     .6625     .0076
CUS_EXP        .0366     .0119     .4767     .0086
PER_QUAL       .5389     .0139     .7847     .0055
PER_VAL       -.1995     .0111    -.5995     .0070
ECSI           .0000     .0000    1.0000     .0000
CUS_COMP       .0000     .0000     .5357     .0067
CUS_LOY        .0000     .0000    -.6297     .0100




(ECSI Model: Latent Variable Customer Satisfaction)
Bootstrap (200 resamples) – Standard Option
Outer Model Weights:
====================================================================
                    Entire      Mean of     Standard    T-Statistic
                    sample      subsamples  error
                    estimate
Satisfac:
    CUSA1           0.0158      0.0160      0.0017      9.5089
    CUSA2           0.0231      0.0233      0.0013     17.3109




                    Entire      Mean of     Standard    T-Statistic
                    sample      subsamples  error
                    estimate
Satisfac:
    CUSA1           9.7173      9.8046      0.8262     11.7615
    CUSA2          17.0551     17.1616      1.0667     15.9893




                 Image       Expectat    Per_Qual    Per_Valu
Satisfaction
Original Sample    0.1540      0.0370      0.5430     -0.2010
Mean of Resamples  0.1570      0.0301      0.5427     -0.0995
Standard Error     0.0512      0.0514      0.0615      0.1827
T-Statistic        3.0054      0.7199      8.8265     -1.0999
=============================================================
Bootstrap (200 resamples) – Individual Sign Change & Construct Level Change
Outer Model Weights:
====================================================================
                    Entire      Mean of     Standard    T-Statistic
                    sample      subsamples  error
                    estimate
Satisfac:
    CUSA1           0.0158      0.0160      0.0017      9.5089
    CUSA2           0.0231      0.0233      0.0013     17.3109
    CUSA3           0.0264      0.0262      0.0017     15.5271




                    Entire      Mean of     Standard    T-Statistic
                    sample      subsamples  error
                    estimate
Satisfac:
    CUSA1           9.7173      9.8046      0.8262     11.7615
    CUSA2          17.0551     17.1616      1.0667     15.9893




                 Image       Expectat    Per_Qual    Per_Valu
Satisfaction
Original Sample    0.1540      0.0370      0.5430     -0.2010
Mean of Resamples  0.1570      0.0469      0.5427     -0.2006
Standard Error     0.0512      0.0367      0.0615      0.0537
T-Statistic        3.0054      1.0085      8.8265     -3.7401
=============================================================




            Mean of     Jackknife   Standard    Standard    T-Statistic Standard    T-Statistic
            subsamples  estimate    deviation   error                   error       (adjusted)
                                                                        (adjusted)
Satisfac:
    CUSA1   0.0158      0.0138      0.0257      0.0016      8.5088      0.0023      6.0167
    CUSA2   0.0231      0.0333      0.0243      0.0015     21.6757      0.0022     15.3270




            Mean of     Jackknife   Standard    Standard    T-Statistic Standard    T-Statistic
            subsamples  estimate    deviation   error                   error       (adjusted)
                                                                        (adjusted)
Satisfac:
    CUSA1    9.7172      9.7413     13.9158      0.8801     11.0683      1.2447      7.8265
    CUSA2   17.0548     17.1293     18.3268      1.1591     14.7783      1.6392     10.4498




                 Image       Expectat    Per_Qual    Per_Valu
Satisfaction
Original Sample    0.1540      0.0370      0.5430     -0.2010
Mean of Subsamples 0.1537      0.0368      0.5434     -0.2012
Jackknife Estimate 0.2347      0.0848      0.4354     -0.1452
Standard Deviation 0.8007      0.7957      1.0556      0.9624
Standard Error     0.0506      0.0503      0.0668      0.0609
T-Statistic        4.6342      1.6852      6.5219     -2.3860
Std. Error. Adj.   0.0716      0.0712      0.0944      0.0861
T-Statistic Adj.   3.2768      1.1916      4.6117     -1.6872
=============================================================State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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The results of classical regression tests for loadings and path coefficients
Outer Model Loadings:
===========================================================
                    Entire  Standard    T-Statistic
                    sample  error
                    estimate
Satisfac:
    CUSA1            9.718         .611         15.894
    CUSA2           17.055         .610         27.953




                 Image       Expectat    Per_Qual    Per_Valu
Satisfaction
Original Sample    0.1540      0.0360      0.5440     -0.2030
Standard Error     0.0550      0.0440      0.0600      0.0460
T-Statistic        2.8090       .8120      9.1200     -4.4430
=============================================================
Graphical Representation of the ECSI model in PLS-Graph with Path
Coefficients and R-square values
With respect to Figure 2, this representation shows negative values for some path coefficients.
The results in LVPLS 1.8 are exactly the same but the signs have been reversed in Figure 2






The Lohmöller’s program gives the standardized latent variables       w( ) jj h j h j h Yx x    .
The weights  jh w ~  appear in the program output in column Weight of table Outer model.
In many problems, the manifest variables are selected to express the latent variable and are
supposed to be positively correlated with it. In this situation it is much preferable that all the
outer weights associated to a latent variable have a positive sign, or at least have the same
sign. If all the signs are negative, it's always possible to inverse all the signs. But if some
signs are positive and others are negative for the same block of variables there is a real
problem which can sometime be solved by removing some variables from the data.
In the ECSI example the latent variables Perceived value and Customer loyalty are estimated
with the negative sign and we should take the opposite of their estimation to obtain a
meaningful result.
Loading and location
Each manifest variable xjh is regressed on its own latent variable estimated as ˆ ˆ    m jj j Y  
with mean mj. The loading is the simple regression coefficient and the location is the
intercept.
When the manifest variables are standardized, the loadings are the correlations between the
manifest and the latent variables and the location is 0.
ResidVar
ResidVar represents the Error Sum of Squares divided by the number n of observations in the
regression of the manifest variable on its own latent variable.
Communality
Communality is the squared correlation between the manifest variable and its own latent
variable. It measures the capacity of the manifest variables to describe the related latent
variable. For example, in the ECSI application it is clear that the item Customer Loyalty2 is
not a good measure of Customer Loyalty, showing a communality of .0751. In case of a
single manifest variable (as for Customer Complaint), the communality obviously measures 1.State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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Redundancy
For an endogenous latent variable, redundancy is the capacity of the model to predict its
manifest variables from the indirectly connected latent variables. Redundancy is measured as
follows:
- Regress the manifest variable on its standardized latent variable: xjh = aYj + b + error
- Regress Yj on its explaining estimated latent variables and let  ˆ
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Independently of the value chosen for the METRIC parameter the Lohmöller’s program
always gives the standardized latent variables       w( ) jj h j h j h Yx x    .
Path coefficient
The path coefficients are the regression coefficients of the various structural equations of the
model. As the latent variables have unit variance, these path coefficients do not depend upon
the chosen value for the METRIC parameter. They are computed by OLS. If the latent
variables are not centered, the constant term is given under the name of location in the inner
model table.
Correlations between latent variables
Negative signs appear in the correlation matrix because Perceived value and Customer loyalty
have been estimated with negative outer weights.
Inner model
Mean
The mean of the latent variable j is estimated by j ˆ  m  w jh jh x    .
Location
The generic path coefficient bji is the regression coefficient in the multiple regression of the
endogenous standardized latent variable Yj on its explanatory latent variables Yi:
b residual jj i i i YY  State-of-art on PLS Path Modeling
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As the non centered latent variables j ˆ    are equal to  ˆ m jj Y  , we can deduce a regression
equation on the non centered latent variables  j ˆ   :
0 ˆˆ b b residual jj j i i i    
with
0 ˆˆ b mb m jj j i i i  
The location parameter is the constant term bj0 for endogenous latent variables and the mean
j m ˆ     for exogenous latent variable.
Mult. Rsq
This parameter gives the R-square of each regression equation related to the structural model.
AveResVar
For each latent variable this parameter is the average of the its manifest variable residual
variances (ResidVar) given in the outer table.
AvCommun
The average communality measures the convergent validity of the manifest variables to
describe the latent variable. For example, for the first latent variable Image:













The average redundancy measures the overall capacity of the model to predict the manifest
variables related to an endogenous latent variable.
Average
This last line of the inner model table summarizes the global quality of the inner model.
However, the R-square average is incorrect as it should be calculated on the endogenous
variables only. In the ECSI example it would give an average R-square of .3782 instead of
.3241.